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Verona is a romantic city full of history. Within the Veneto region, the city welcomes turists from all 

over the world, primarily immersed from the Shakesperian “Romeo and Juliet“ story. The great author 

chose a beautiful frame for his famous love story: the central roads next to the Adige river, displaying 

historical gems and certain to absorb anyone. Verona developed in a complex way. Two famous 

brickworks underline the separation of Roman and modern development. The first brickwork surrounds 

the center of the city, while the second one is comprised of Reinassance strongholds. Due to its art and 

architecture, Verona has been declared UNESCO’s World Heritage Site, as “an excellent example of 

fortified city“.

Not to be missed (click on the site title for more info)

The Verona Arena
The third-largest Roman amphitheatre 

after the Colosseum and the Capua 

Arena. Here, the ancient Romans 

attended gladiator fights and other 

bloodthirsty entertainment. Today, the 

amphitheatre hosts the famous summer 

opera season.

Juliet’s House
Its famous balcony attractts thousands 

of daily visitors, fscinated by the story 

of Romeo and Juliet. It is undertain 

whether Shakespeare had ever been 

here and , whether the two young 

lovers existed or not, this remains one 

of the most visited sites in the city.

Piazza delle Erbe
This is the oldest square in Verona, a 

place where visitors can best gauge 

the popular and lively nature of the city, 

while not renouncing to its rich cultural 

offerings.
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http://www.tourism.verona.it/en/enjoy-verona/art-and-culture/monuments-and-sights/arena-roman-amphitheatre#
http://www.tourism.verona.it/en/enjoy-verona/art-and-culture/monuments-and-sights/juliet-s-house
http://www.verona.com/en/guide/verona/piazza-delle-erbe-verona/
https://www.google.it/maps/dir/Water+Ski,+San+Gervasio+Bresciano,+BS/Verona,+VR/@45.3523392,10.2793421,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x4781a8147ed0b241:0xb9951ffc50bed902!2m2!1d10.171816!2d45.284919!1m5!1m1!1s0x477f5f68699be0e3:0x53f85a636882595b!2m2!1d10.9916215!2d45.4383842!3e0?hl=en


Hometown of Virgil, Mantua is situated near the Mincio river and extends to a chain of lakes, including 

Lake Superiore, di Mezzo, and Inferiore (Upper, Middle, and Lower lakes). The rich presence of art and 

culture exudes a historic and architectural harmony, capturing visitors with its aristocratic feel. This is 

extremely evident while walking through the ancient pathways, full of Reinassance colors and medieval 

churches. Mantua has a long and tumultuous history, but reached its peak during the Renaissance 

under the Gonzaga Seigniory. Several accounts of that glorious time can be found in the buildings that 

decorate the city. Such richness made Mantua a UNESCO’s World Heritage Site and the Italian Culture 

Capital in 2016.

Not to be missed (click on the site title for more info)

Piazza Sordello and Ducal Palace
Several worth-visiting historical buildings 

face this splendid square. Ducal Palace, 

with its 950 rooms, was the main residence 

of the Gonzagas. Further, Saint George 

Castle contains the world-famous Camera 

Degli Sposi (Bridal Chamber) frescoed by 

Mantegna

Palazzo Te
This historical villa is sourrounded by nature 

and conceived as a mondane residence for 

Prince Federico II Gonzaga. Breath-taking 

frescoes and decorative ornaments feature 

all chambers and hallways. Noteworthy are 

the rooms of Giants, of Amore e Psiche, 

and of Horses.

Bicycle Tour
Perhaps the best way to visit Mantua and 

its lake banks is to mount a bicycle! The 

city offers a rich network of bike trails that 

travers nearby typical towns.
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http://www.mantovaducale.beniculturali.it/en/informazioni/welcome
http://www.palazzote.it/index.php/en/
http://www.mantovatourism.it/en/itineraries-mantua/walking-and-cycling
https://www.google.it/maps/dir/Water+Ski,+San+Gervasio+Bresciano,+BS/Mantua,+Province+of+Mantua/@45.1839384,10.20142,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x4781a8147ed0b241:0xb9951ffc50bed902!2m2!1d10.171816!2d45.284919!1m5!1m1!1s0x4781d40f82e52ed9:0xc1c7fd07590e7b85!2m2!1d10.7913751!2d45.1564168!3e0?hl=en


A vybrant city both intellectually and technologically, Brescia traversed a long history which signs are 

still present. With a population of over 200,000, Brescia is the second-largest city in Lombardy.  Its 

main characteristic is the balance of modern-city efficiency with art-city attraction. Brescia presents 

a historical center with a remarkable artistic and archeological heritage, including world-reknown 

monuments from ancient eras to mondern day. Technology, sciences, history, and arts are not the 

full story, as Brescia presents locations that allow visitors to escape the urban chaos. One such 

places is Colle Cidneo (Cidneo hill), from which visitors can visit the monumental Castle and enjoy a 

spellbinding view of the whole city.

Not to be missed (click on the site title for more info)

Paolo VI Square
The different architectural styles of the Old 

and New Duomo make this square one of 

the most attractive locations of the city. The 

enchanting artworks in these two buildings 

are sure to transport visitors to different yet 

equally-enchanting eras.

Piazza del Foro
This is one of the biggest and best-

preserved Roman archeological 

complexes. The complex comprehends 

a Theatre and a Temple. Further, in 

the Saint Guila Museum, visitors can 

observe a number of historically-relevant 

archeological pieces.

Piazza della Loggia
Surronded by an elegant Reinassance 

Palace, Piazza della Loggia (Loggia Square) 

is one of the most-famous italian squares. 

The Astronomic Clock Tower is a notorious 

attraction, with its two  bronze robotic 

statues striking on a bell every hour.
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http://www.turismobrescia.it/en/punto-d-interesse/piazza-paolo-vi-formerly-piazza-del-duomo
http://www.turismobrescia.it/en/punto-d-interesse/capitolium-and-roman-forum
http://www.turismobrescia.it/en/punto-d-interesse/piazza-della-loggia
https://www.google.it/maps/dir/Water+Ski,+San+Gervasio+Bresciano,+BS/Brescia,+Province+of+Brescia/@45.4053404,10.0420494,11z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x4781a8147ed0b241:0xb9951ffc50bed902!2m2!1d10.171816!2d45.284919!1m5!1m1!1s0x4781766ea2b0294d:0x22cd4615476aea04!2m2!1d10.2118019!2d45.5415526!3e0?hl=en


Surronded by the Mura Venete (Venetian Walls, recently declared UNESCO’s World Heritage Site), 

Bergamo has a fascinating Medieval center sitting on top of a hill. This city is very lively, due to its 

history, culture, music, and landscape. Bergamo is reknown for the Medieval atmosphere of the Upper 

city, full of shingled pathways, churches, and ancient palaces. This contrasts with the modern and urban 

developments of the Lower city, at the bottom of the hill. Bergamo is experiencing a recent rise in 

turism, thanks also to the nearby Milano-Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport (BGY).

Not to be missed (click on the site title for more info)

Piazza Vecchia and Piazza del Duomo
The famed architect Le Corbusier was 

so enchanted by Piazza Vecchia (the Old 

Square) to define it as “Europe’s most 

beautiful square“. The central portico 

connects Piazza Vecchia to Piazza del 

Duomo, which hosts several religious 

buildings.

Santa Maria Maggiore Basilica
The interior decor of this church are 

guaranteed to leave visitors spellbound. 

Invaluable artistic treasures, frescoes, 

tapestry, and wooden marquetries define a 

near-millennial history.

S.Vigilio Castle
At 496m above sea level, Saint Virgil Castle 

soars above the Upper town and offers a 

panoramic and immense view. Historically, 

the Castle served a strategic function, and 

its underground levels are still accessible 

today.
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http://www.visitbergamo.net/en/object-details/2981-piazza-vecchia/
http://www.visitbergamo.net/en/object-details/23-basilica-s-maria-maggiore/
http://www.visitbergamo.net/en/object-details/20-castello-s-vigilio/
https://www.google.it/maps/dir/Water+Ski,+San+Gervasio+Bresciano,+BS/Bergamo,+Province+of+Bergamo/@45.4836797,9.6738616,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x4781a8147ed0b241:0xb9951ffc50bed902!2m2!1d10.171816!2d45.284919!1m5!1m1!1s0x47815111bc62ae73:0xd32fcb8f0be5a4d1!2m2!1d9.6772698!2d45.6982642!3e0?hl=en


Cremona is a small and lovely city on the Po Valley. Here, visitors can admire a fascinating medieval 

urbanism, certainly one of the best-preserved in Europe. Two peculiar features make Cremona famous. 

The first one is the torrone, a typical Christmas pastry. The second one involves the lutist workshops. In 

fact, due to the artisan wind craftmanship and over 200 lutist workshops, Cremona is often referred as 

the “Music City“.

Not to be missed (click on the site title for more info)

Piazza del Comune
This square is a true conglomerate of 

beautiful palaces, such as the Duomo, the 

Battistero (baptistry), the Town Palace, and 

the famous Torrazzo (bell tower), the third-

tallest in the world.

The Torrazzo
The unquestionable symbol of the city, 

the Torrazzo is the tallest brickwork tower 

in Europe (112m). On the fourth floor, 

visitors can admire one of the biggest 

astronomical clock in the world.

The Violin Museum
Visiting this museum of high-level design is 

truly a sensorial experience. Here, visitors 

can learn the building techniques and 

observe the works of the great Antonio 

Stradivari. The building also hosts an 

Auditorium with perfect acoustics and two 

research labs.
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https://www.in-lombardia.it/en/tourism-in-lombardy/tourism-cremona/churches-cremona/duomo-of-cremona
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torrazzo_of_Cremona
http://www.museodelviolino.org/en/
https://www.google.it/maps/dir/Water+Ski,+San+Gervasio+Bresciano,+BS/Cremona,+Province+of+Cremona/@45.2114322,9.9686077,11z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x4781a8147ed0b241:0xb9951ffc50bed902!2m2!1d10.171816!2d45.284919!1m5!1m1!1s0x4780fe6d3c71fe83:0x307737e7e74bdaf5!2m2!1d10.0226511!2d45.133249!3e0?hl=en


With its 165km of shorelines and over 30 surrounding towns, Lake Garda is the largest and 

most-attractive lake in Italy. The tall mountain chains surrounding Lake Garda make it for a mild 

mediterranean climate. This beautiful lake is a tourist attraction suitable for everyone, whether the goal 

is relaxing, visiting cultural sites, sport activity, or fun and entertainment. Lake Garda is much loved by 

foreign visitors, due to its imponent size, crystal-clear waters, and beautiful scenery. The lake waters 

three italian regions (Lombardy, Veneto, and Trentino Alto Adige), offering a great variety of regional 

experiences. Therefore, it is hard to prefer one place from the other, as all mediterranean villages of 

Lake Garda offer unique and enchanting views.

Not to be missed (click on the site title for more info)

Sirmione
Set within the walls of a medieval castle, 

this lovely town in the Brescia Province 

is situated on a 4km peninsula. Sirmione 

is reknown for its historical center, full of 

narrow and irregular pathways, as well as 

for the Catullo Thermal Springs 

Boat Tour
One of these boat tours allows the view of three 

gems within one day. Riva del Garda, on the Trentino 

shores, is one of the north-most locations on the 

lake. Limone sul Garda, ancient town in the Brescia 

Province, is reknown for its citrus growings. Finally, 

Malcesine, romantic town on the Verona Province, is 

famous for its lively town center.

Tremosine
Tremosine, a town at the edge of a steep 

cliff giving to the lake, is sure to leave visitors 

breathtaken. The only way to get here 

is through a winding and narrow road of 

exceptional beauty. This road, called Strada 

della Fossa, was defined by Wiston Churchill 

“the World’s Eighth Wonder“, and it is a 

destination dear to mountain bikers and 

hikers.
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http://www.visitgarda.com/en/Sirmione-vacanze-lago-garda/?s=303
http://www.navigazionelaghi.it/eng/g_crociere.asp
http://www.visitgarda.com/en/Tremosine-vacanze-lago-garda/?s=303
https://www.google.it/maps/dir/Water+Ski,+San+Gervasio+Bresciano,+BS/Sirmione,+Province+of+Brescia/@45.3865166,10.2272749,11z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x4781a8147ed0b241:0xb9951ffc50bed902!2m2!1d10.171816!2d45.284919!1m5!1m1!1s0x4781eb49aa6463cb:0x1334a318d3cf2792!2m2!1d10.6053754!2d45.4969717!3e0?hl=en


Set in the midst of mountains and hills and divided between the Provinces of Bergamo and Brescia, 

Lake Iseo stands out for its intimate natural wonders. The sixth-largest lake in Italy, Lake Iseo contains 

a true gem: Monte Isola (Mountain Island), the biggest lake island in Europe, with two smaller islands 

nearby (Loreto and San Paolo). Lake Iseo is a sought-after destination for tourists. In 2016 it welcomed 

over 1.2 million visitors thanks to the “Floating Piers“, the artistic work of Christo and Jeanne-Claude 

that allowed visitors to experience a walk over the waters of the lake. Lake Iseo presents enchanting 

towns, extensive sport activities, and the boatyard of the iconic Riva boats.

Not to be missed (click on the site title for more info)

Monte Isola
Landing here equates wth a travel back in time, 

with extensive quiet and nature, and the absence 

of cars. Twelve towns surround the island, including 

Peschiera Muraglio, ancient fishing town famous of 

the production of fishing and hunting nets. Once 

reached via boat, Monte Isola can be visited by 

foot or bike, and its typical restaurants make it for a 

unique food experience.

Discovering Lake Iseo
Due to its small size, the lake can be 

covered via car or motorcycle within a 

single day. The surrounding hills host a 

series of beautiful suburbs full of history 

and, culture, and gastronomy. The must-

see towns are Sarnico, Predore, Lovere, 

Pisogne, and Iseo

Wine route, Franciacorta
Some of the best wines in the 

whole world are produced on the 

scenographic hills of Franciacorta. This 

region presents numeruous wine cellars 

where visitors can taste delicacies 

such as Ca’ del Bosco, Bellavista, and 

Ferghettina.
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https://www.visitlakeiseo.info/en/places/510-monte-isola
http://prolocosarnico.it/turismo/discover-sarnico-and-iseo-lakescoprire-sarnico-e-il-lago-diseo/lago-diseo/il-giro-del-lago-diseo/%3Flang%3Den
http://www.franciacorta.net/en/the-road/strada-franciacorta/
https://www.google.it/maps/dir/Water+Ski,+San+Gervasio+Bresciano,+BS/Iseo,+Province+of+Brescia/@45.4673107,9.8656973,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x4781a8147ed0b241:0xb9951ffc50bed902!2m2!1d10.171816!2d45.284919!1m5!1m1!1s0x47816457d2a54265:0x81ae3f6843f6cbb8!2m2!1d10.0523552!2d45.657081!3e0?hl=en

